Profile ~ Fahlman Cattle Co.

K

erry Fahlman may have made
his money in the service
industry of the oil business, but his
heart has always been in the cow
business. He was raised in Griffin,
Saskatchewan, with baseball and
purebred Angus cows. Kerry grew
up being very active in sports but the
farm just wasn’t big enough for
everyone. He left to work as a welder
in the oilfields of Alberta in 1974. He
started his own business and a family
in the Medicine Hat area. As we were
doing this interview, a Saskatchewan
Roughrider game was playing in the
background and Kerry explained he
still takes his Rider cup to the coffee
shop every morning. Some parts of
his Saskatchewan roots still remain.
A member of the Soo Line Boxing
Club in Weyburn growing up, Kerry
was the Western Canadian Champion
and won a bronze medal at Canada
Winter Games in 1975. He was
ranked third in Canada as a middle
weight. When he moved he was still
training out of a guy’s basement in
Medicine Hat until he started a
boxing club that is still running. He

Candace By

was a Boxing Alberta Director of
Coaching for 5 years and is head
coach in Medicine Hat. “No one else
wants to travel with the team and it is
hard to keep competitors if you don’t
travel,” Kerry explains. “Normally
we have 15-20 members in the club,
with eight or nine serious about the
sport. I became an official to Level 4

of 5 levels after I quit boxing. I was
the most qualified official in Alberta
for a few years and did quite a bit of
officiating in the eighties. Then when
our son Kody started competing, I
gave that up and just kept coaching.”
Kerry and Sandy have raised a
family of five children, all very
involved in sports. At one point,

Sage, Chad, Sandy, Kerry, Tyler, Kody and Skye Fahlman
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Sandy was in California for a
never changed anything. We needed
volleyball event and Kerry was in
that first cross, it just wasn’t working
Ireland for boxing. They were very
for us, we sell pounds of beef. So I
busy going many directions at the
started to investigate cross-breeding
same time. Hockey took them too
with Hereford or Charolais. I talked
many places to mention. Now they
to the feedlots and they were
travel to watch
impressed with the
Skye play hockey
way the silvers feed,
for the Red Deer
the heifers were
c I talked to the
College team.
feeding the same as
Kody went the
the steers. I
feedlots and they
longest in boxing,
contacted our
were impressed with
achieving the rank
buyers to see if they
of third in Canada
would bid on silvers
the way the silvers
for three years as a
and they were really
heavy weight.
pumped about it.
feed, the heifers
Now Porter and
Kerry also
were feeding the
McLean has bought
volunteered as a
our calves two years
4-H leader for
d
same as the steers.
in a row and they
7 years and served
are pretty happy
on the 4-H District
with them. I also ran
Council. Now he
into Gerry Bowes, the Charolais
serves as the chairman of the
Coach Kerry with three belt winners
fieldman, at the market and had a big
Southeast Livestock Feeders
visit about the industry before the P
Association.
with an 85-95 pound birthweight to
Bar 3 sale and he helped convince me breed our cows which are between
Kerry works as a consultant in the
it was the thing to do.”
industry, as a liaison between the
1400-1500 pounds.”
“We bought our first ten Charolais
contractor and the land owner where
“The first calving season with some
bulls from P Bar 3 at their dispersal
power lines are being built in
Charolais sired calves was in the
and three from the Bar Punch
southern Alberta. It is a job he enjoys
spring of 2013 with four feet of heavy
dispersal held in conjunction with it.
as he gets to look after the land and
snowfall and serious windchill. We
We gathered up a couple of other
understands the importance of
were trying to bring in 800 cows at
groups and started the first year with night in corrals and just didn’t have
protecting the environment. “These
26 Charolais bulls. Now we are up to
people just don’t know you can’t
the shelter we needed. That is all we
42 Charolais bulls. We select bulls
clean up ruts in native grass.” It
continued on page 24
allows him to share his passion and
connection to the land in a role of
positive stewardship.
In the eighties, he started buying
cattle while keeping them at other
places. In the beginning he only
bought yearlings so never had to
worry about wintering anything. In
the nineties he started buying cows
and keeping some of his own cattle
and really got into the cattle business.
They had a closed black herd of
Angus at that time. “Black got to be
so popular, that Angus breeders
started to keep everything instead of
culling. They had the market to sell
and sold everything they could. Our
weaning weight started to drop but it
might have been because we had a
closed herd. With mid-April calving
we were getting weaning weights of
The Grand Champion Female purchased at the Regina Winter Fair in 1963, left to right:
625 lb. and they had dropped down
Donald Fahlman (Kerry’s father), Holly (sister), Kerry, Memory (sister), Gary Pettit (cousin),
Art Beach (breeder) and the herdsman
to 550 on steers in a few years and we
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could handle in the corrals. We had
they were in good shape going into
six people working around the clock. the winter. We weren’t alone and we
We went through 600 round straw
weren’t the worst hit in that difficult
bales that spring. We couldn’t push
spring, but we didn’t want to go
snow anymore, we had to blow the
through that again. We backed off
snow and put straw out, only to turn the calving season a bit to the end of
around and do it all again the next
April to avoid the late winter storms.
day. We tried to keep an area clear to Calving went considerably better
calve in but it was an uphill battle.
this year.
We did it virtually every day
We also changed the feed ration.
throughout calving for almost a
We feed tested and tested the water
month. We lost
and found we
some calves and
weren’t lacking in
we had some large
c We lost some
any minerals.
calves. DNA
When the cows
testing showed
were grazing on
calves and we had
that it was in the
free choice, just
some large calves.
cows and we
standing around
couldn’t blame it
eating, the calves
DNA testing showed
on the bulls. For
got bigger than
years we had been
they should have,
that it was in
keeping our
so we changed our
the cows and we
biggest heifers as
feed ration. We
replacements and
feed 20 lb. of hay,
couldn’t blame it
the birth weight
10 lb. of straw and
had to have been
10 lb. of rolled
on the bulls. d
mostly from them.
barley and natural
Every bull we
kelate minerals. We
tested had one large
try to graze into
calf and only a couple had two big
November and feel it makes a
birth weight calves. Only half of the
difference when the cows are moving
herd was our breeding program. The around grazing. We mouthed
rest of them were from reputation
everything and culled 200 cows on
herds at dispersals.”
feet, bags, teeth, late breeding and
“We had cows calve and just walk
dry cows. Some just didn’t breed
away from their calves. It was selfback after the tough winter. We kept
preservation. We lost 125 calves and
the younger end of the cows that lost
30 cows in that brutal spring and
their calves because it really wasn’t
their fault. We kept the bulls out a
little longer because the calf prices
were so good. We normally leave the
bulls out 60-70 days and try to keep a
bull for every 20 cows. So we had
some late calves that were only
around 350 lb. at weaning, but this
year that was still $1200. We will
work on tightening the calving
interval back to where we want it.”
“We ultrasound a week after
weaning. New cows in the herd get
IBR if we don’t know anything about
them. We try not to needle anything,
only as a last resort. The calves get
nasal pneumonia spray at birth and
Vitamin E. We have a health
protocol, but we try to raise healthy
cattle with stamina that don’t need a
lot of attention.”
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continued on page 26

“The weaning weights have come up
considerably by crossbreeding with
Charolais. The first year they weren’t
sorted separate from the Angus calves,
so we weren’t sure what we gained in
weaning. We had no rattails.”
This past September, Kerry was
nervous about the market and put his
calf crop out for tender for November
10th delivery.The bids on the calves
came based on pictures.The steers were
contracted for $2.9425/lb for 550 weights
and heifers at $2.95/lb for 500 weights
with a .0035 slide to the order buying
firm of Porter and McLean Livestock
Management Inc.
“We had 850 to calve last spring and
have expanded to 900 cows this year,
after culling 200 cows in 2013.This past
fall we did get some black heifers
bought and some good older black
baldie cows. Breeding Charolais, I am
prepared to buy my own replacements,
although I may just breed these baldies
I just bought to Angus and raise some
of my own. I bought 75 baldies at the
One-Four Research Herd dispersal a
few years ago, but there were about 350
more 1400-1450 pound straight black
cows and should have bought more.”
He has 200 cows in Alberta on fifteen
quarters of deeded grassland and 300
acres of irrigation. They could keep
more cows in this space, but it would
require more help. The majority of the
cowherd is kept on share arrangements
in Saskatchewan. They put up 4000
bales and buy the grain they require for
feed. “We would like to get up to 1500
cows and keep leasing or renting land if
we can get more.
conclusion on page 28

Sandy & Kerry Fahlman
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c The weaning
weights have come
up considerably
by crossbreeding
with Charolais. d

This year we are doing a lot more
grazing on rented grass with grain
pellets spread on top of processed
grass-alfalfa mix along with free
choice mineral.”
“We want all black or black baldie
cows and are considering supplying
replacements for our Saskatchewan
herd out of our Alberta herd. I found a
good set of Herefords cows, and plan
to breed them Angus to produce my
own replacements. I prefer black on

Hereford as opposed to Hereford on
Angus cows. It would be nice to buy
them all locally according to where they
are going to be kept. Avoiding the
adjustment time to get into peak
production would be optimum.”
The cattle business is always a
learning process and being adaptable is
necessary. Kerry has proven that being
adaptable can also be profitable and
switching to Charolais bulls on his
black cows has proven to be just that.

Left: Charolais
bulls going out
for the first time
with the herd
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